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Abstract: ADP-ribosylation is an essential post-translational modification, mediated by a
family of proteins named poly-ADP-ribose polymerases/Diphtheria toxin-like ADPribosyltransferases (PARPs/ARTDs), that functions to assist in cellular homeostasis
through an array of mechanisms. Although the function of PARP1/ARTD1-mediated polyADP-ribosylation (PARylation) in response to environmental genotoxic stressors has been
extensively studied, its role in the regulation and maintenance of cellular events under
times of programmed DNA damage and repair remains to be elucidated. In the case of B
cell maturation and differentiation, processes such as V(D)J recombination, somatic
hypermutation, and class switch recombination, require the induction of DNA strand
breaks for the generation of a varied immunoglobulin repertoire and, thus, serve as a model
system to explore the function of PARylation in immunological processes. In this review,
we summarize the current understanding of ADP-ribosylation and the PARPs/ARTDs
family proteins, in particular PARP1/ARTD1-conferred PARylation, in B cells. Following
an overview of PARylation in cellular responses to environmental and spontaneous DNA
damage, we discuss the emerging function of PARP1/ARTD1 and PARylation in DNA
damage-induced nuclear factor kappaB (NF-κB) signaling and B cell maturation and
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differentiation. Finally, we conclude by underlining further efforts that are needed to
understand how the PARPs/ARTDs family proteins and ADP-ribosylation control the
development and function of B cells.
Keywords: PARP1/ARTD1; Poly-ADP-ribosylation; PAR; DNA damage; NF-κB; B cells

1. Introduction
Post-translational modifications (PTMs) help maintain homeostasis of cells by regulating protein
turnover, subcellular localization, and interaction affinity [1]. Many of these modifications result from
cellular responses to environmental cues that require rapid cellular adaption to challenges [1]. In the
case of immune cells, such as B lymphocytes, environmental stimuli serve as one of the most
important drivers of cellular differentiation and proliferation, ultimately generating a complete
immunoglobulin repertoire.
ADP-ribosylation is a unique PTM, which includes mono-ADP-ribosylation (MARylation) and
poly-ADP-ribosylation (PARylation), that add one or more (up to a few hundred) negatively charged
ADP-ribose moieties from nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD) to target proteins [2]. In response
to both intrinsic and extrinsic signals, poly-ADP-ribose polymerases/Diphtheria toxin-like ADPribosyltransferases (PARPs/ARTDs) regulate the majority of ADP-ribosylation events in cells, and in
the process, control a wide array of cellular processes including, but not limited to, DNA repair,
chromatin structure remodeling, transcriptional regulation, cell death, cell division, and cell
differentiation [2,3]. In the last decade, emerging evidence has highlighted the functional role of ADPribosylation and ADP-ribosylating enzymes in innate and adaptive immune responses [4]. It is well
accepted that the development of an effective acquired immune system relies on the ability to generate
a diverse B and T lymphocyte pool capable of responding to the immense variety of antigens a host
may encounter. A hallmark of the acquired immune system is the ability to adapt to the invading
pathogen, so that upon seeing a novel antigen, circulating B and T lymphocytes specific to that antigen
can become activated and proliferate. For B cells in particular, part of this proliferation will include
fine tuning the specificity of the receptor via class switching and somatic hypermutation, discussed in
more detail later in this review, which require self induced DNA damage. PARPs/ARTDs have been
revealed to be critical for lymphocyte development, activation, proliferation, and differentiation [3]
and their role in DNA damage recognition and repair indicate a link worthy of study. Here we intend
to contextualize the current understanding of functional characteristics of ADP-ribosylation, especially
PARP1/ARTD1-mediated PARylation in B lymphocytes and provide future directions for expanding
the knowledge of this essential PTM in B cell development and activity.
2. PARylation is Essential for Cellular Responses to Environmental and Spontaneous Stresses
2.1. PARylation Homeostasis: PARPs/ARTDs, PARG, and Others
The PARPs/ARTDs family of proteins (17 known in humans and 16 in mice) shares a highly
conserved sequence signature [5,6]. In contrast to most PARPs/ARTDs that confer MARylation, some
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PARPs/ARTDs (i.e., PARP1/ARTD1, PARP2/ARTD2, PARP5A/ARTD5, and PARP5B/ARTD6) are
known to catalyze PARylation [7]. As the founding member of this superfamily, PARP1/ARTD1 has
been extensively studied and remains the best characterized of the PARPs/ARTDs superfamily thus
far. Mounting evidence from genetic (in particular three independent PARP1/ARTD1-deficient mouse
models), pharmacological, and epidemiological studies underscores the function of PARP1/ARTD1 as
a critical survival factor that plays essential roles in DNA damage responses [2,3,8–10]. The enzymatic
structure of PARP1/ARTD1 is widely believed to consist of four distinct domains: (1) an N-terminal
DNA binding domain, serving as a DNA damage sensor; (2) a nuclear localization signal (NLS),
harboring a caspase-3 cleavage site for downregulating PARP1/ARTD1 function; (3) an
automodification domain, possessing a BRCT domain for partner binding and PARP1/ARTD1 release;
and (4) a C-terminal PARP domain for catalytic activity [11]. It is noteworthy that in the presence of
DNA lesions, the DNA-binding domain of PARP1/ARTD1 binds damaged DNA and such recognition
induces conformational changes to PARP1/ARTD1 and elevates its catalytic activity by almost
500-fold [2]. With such enhanced catalytic activity, PARP1/ARTD1 robustly synthesizes and
supplements polymers of ADP-ribose to target proteins, such as PARP1/ARTD1 itself, histones, DNA
repair proteins, transcription factors, and chromatin regulators [4,12,13]. It is therefore not surprising
that PARP1/ARTD1- and other PARPs/ARTDs-catalyzed PARylation orchestrates various signaling
cascades leading to a wide range of cellular processes. Beyond its well-known DNA repair function,
PARylation has also been revealed to modulate the transcriptional activity of several transcription
factors and fine-tune their gene transcription in response to the extracellular signal-regulated kinases
(ERK) signaling pathway [14–18]. Moreover, the PARP1/ARTD1-regulated PARylation that occurs in
response to genotoxic stress in the nervous system has also been suggested to play a key role in the
development of neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson’s disease [19–21].
A class(es) of enzymes that can reverse the actions of PARPs/ARTDs is required to lower the levels
of ADP-ribosylation, especially PARylation, in order to maintain tight regulation of PAR
homeostasis [3,22–24]. Poly-ADP-ribose glycohydrolase (PARG), ADP-ribosyl hydrolase (ARH), and
nucleoside diphosphate linked to another moiety X (NUDIX) family of proteins are very important
enzymes to remove, degrade, and recycle PAR chains [3,24]. In particular, PARG possesses both exoor endo-glycosidase activities and cleaves the glycosidic bonds between the ADP-ribose units, thus
quickly hydrolyzing most of ADP-ribose polymers on PARylated proteins [25]. That said, the
macrodomain-containing proteins (MDCPs), such as MacroD1, MacroD2, and C6orf130, were
recently revealed to be the enzymes that fully reverse the affects of PARPs/ARTDs by hydrolyzing the
terminal ADP moiety [22,23]. The significance of controlled degradation of PAR chains under
pathophysiological settings, in particular during the DNA damage response, is highlighted by recent
studies with micro-irradiation showing efficient recruitment of PARG isoforms and MacroD2 to DNA
damage foci [23,26]. In support of this notion, deletion of the nuclear PARG isoform in embryonic
stem cells and mice significantly increases their sensitivity to alkylating agents and γ-irradiation [27–30].
Taken together, PARPs/ARTDs, PARG, MDCPs, as well as other PAR modifying enzymes harmonize
to maintain tight control of the metabolic turnover and recycling of PAR, hence achieving rapid and
efficient regulation of multiple cellular processes in a spatially and temporally controlled manner
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Homeostasis of ADP-ribosylation. ADP-ribosylation is up-regulated by polyADP-ribose polymerases/Diphtheria toxin-like ADP-ribosyltransferases (PARPs/ARTDs)
and ADP-ribose transferases (ARTs), adding one or more ADP-ribose from NAD to target
proteins, and down-regulated by another group of enzymes poly-ADP-ribose
glycohydrolase (PARG), ADP-ribosyl hydrolase (ARH), nucleoside diphosphate linked to
another moiety X (NUDIX), and macrodomain-containing proteins (MDCPs), degrading
and removing poly-ADP-ribose (PAR) or mono-ADP-ribose (MAR) chains. The ADPribosylation modifying enzymes function jointly to coordinate the metabolic turnover and
recycling of ADP-ribosylation.

2.2. Role of PARylation as of a Platform for the DNA Damage Repair Protein Complex Assembly and
Maintenance of Genomic Stability
The formation of distinct foci in the nuclei of cells suffering genotoxic stress is believed to be one
of the hallmarks of PAR synthesis in response to DNA damage. The relevance of such an amplified
PAR signal is believed to label the damaged sites and to indicate the incidence as well as the
magnitude of DNA damage [2]. More importantly, as demonstrated by numerous previous studies,
focal PARylation at DNA damage lesions also functions to create the appropriate chromatin
microenvironment to facilitate access for the repair machinery and to serve as a docking platform for
the focal assembly of the DNA repair complex, hence, orchestrating the appropriate DNA damage
response signaling cascades [31,32].
Various lysine residues at the amino-terminal tail of the core histones were identified to be linked
with PAR chains covalently [32], and such PARylation is believed to favor loosening chromatin
structure around DNA damage sites [32–34]. Moreover, earlier studies suggest that PARP1/ARTD1catalyzed PAR synthesis could be another mechanism for targeting chromatin-remodeling complexes
to damaged chromatin by promoting the accessibility of checkpoint and repair factors. Macrodomaincontaining chromatin remodeling enzyme Amplified in Liver Cancer 1 (ALC1, also known as
CHD1L) was shown to be rapidly recruited to DNA damage sites and to activate its nucleosome-
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repositioning function in a PAR-dependent manner [35,36]. Conversely, recent findings outlined a role
for PARP1/ARTD1 in transcriptional silencing by triggering chromatin compaction, which can be best
exemplified by the finding that several components of the NuRD complex, including chromodomain
helicase DNA binding protein 4 (CHD4) are recruited by PARP1/ARTD1 and execute histone
deacteylase and demethylase activities [37,38]. Although there is controversy surrounding its
chromatin functions, PARP1/ARTD1-catalyzed PARylation has been proposed as an important PTM
to regulate chromatin microenvironment.
Equally important, a novel function has been described where PAR chains function as a docking
platform for the DNA repair complex assembly. In support of this notion, previous in vitro studies
demonstrate that PAR chains have direct or indirect interactions with an increasing list of DNA repair
proteins involved in almost all known DNA repair pathways, yet future studies are still needed to
confirm these interactions in vivo. For instance, the scaffold protein XRCC1 (X-ray repair crosscomplementing protein 1), a member of the single-strand break repair (SSBR) and base excision repair
(BER) pathways, exhibits a higher affinity to PARylated PARP1/ARTD1 in comparison to regular
PARP1/ARTD1 [39]. Importantly, the recruitment of XRCC1 to damaged DNA lesions is dramatically
attenuated in the absence of catalytically active PARP1/ARTD1 [40]. Moreover, earlier studies
reported that DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNA-PK), an essential kinase in the non-homologous
end joining (NHEJ) pathway, and PARP1/ARTD1 have both physical and functional interactions [41],
and that the activation of ataxia telangiectasia, mutated (ATM) in the homologous recombination (HR)
pathway, is significantly reduced in the presence of PARP1/ARTD1 inhibitors [42]. PARylation has
therefore emerged as an additional key PTM to orchestrate DNA damage repair signaling in the nucleus.
2.3. PARylation in Cellular Responses to Programmed DNA Damage
It is well known that somatic recombination in spermatogenesis, retroviral integration, and T and B
lymphocyte development are processes that require programmed DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs)
and that many DNA repair proteins involved in repairing exogenous DNA damage also play a major
role in repairing programmed DNA damage [43]. These overlapping functions are underscored when
defects in DNA repair proteins are associated with sterility disorders, neurodegeneration, cancer, and
immunodeficiency. For instance, PARP1/ARTD1 and PARP2/ARTD2 knockout mice harbor defects
in germ cell development [44,45].
Germ cells undergo programmed DSBs during meiosis and increase genetic diversity via
recombination and crossover events between homologous chromosomes, which require efficient repair
for proper chromosomal segregation. Studies in primary rat spermatocytes have detected PARP1/ARTD1
and PARP2/ARTD2 catalyzed PAR synthesis [44] activated by the protein-bound DSBs generated by
topoisomerase II beta (topoisomerase IIβ) in order to remove DNA supercoiling [46]. These PAR
chains facilitate loosening chromatin DNA by removing the core histone variants and histone linker
proteins [46]. In PARP1/ARTD1- and PARP2/ARTD2-deficient mice, reduced PARylation leads to
the persistence of unrepaired DSBs during spermatogenesis, which result in the accumulation of DNA
lesions in mature spermatozoa, male infertility, and defective embryonic development [44,45].
Similarly, PARP1/ARTD1, as shown in a recent study [47], was revealed to be indispensible in
maintaining chromosome integrity during meiosis in female germ cells. Of note, deletion of the
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nuclear PARG 110 kDa isoform in mice results in aberrant PARylation and these nuclear PARG
knockout mice display subfertility due to abnormal sperm nuclei shape and DNA strand break
accumulation in sperm [48]. Thus, PAR metabolism is being appreciated more as a key regulator
during germ cell development [44].
The integration of latent viral genomes into infected host cells is another avenue in which
PARylation has been linked to programmed DNA damage, due to the need to repair and ligate the host
DNA with the invading viral DNA. This is particularly important for retroviral infections where
integration is a key step in the viral life cycle [49]. Viral integrase enzymes induce DSBs in both viral
and target cellular DNA strands, leaving a four- to six-base gap and a two-base mismatch that have to
be repaired. The mismatch repair network and the DNA damage sensors ATM and DNA-PK have
been described to facilitate viral genome integration [50]. Inhibition of PARP1/ARTD1 by chemical
inhibitors, antisense oligonucleotides, as well as dominant-negative blockers, has been shown to
remarkably decrease the infectivity of mammalian cells by recombinant retroviral vectors [51,52].
Moreover, PARP1/ARTD1 has been reported to promote the integration of the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) genome near the centromere region [53], and deletion of
PARP1/ARTD1 in mouse fibroblasts eliminated pseudotyped HIV type I infection by blocking the
integration step [54]. It is noteworthy that other studies show that alteration in various DNA repair
sensors has no effect on HIV integration [55–57], therefore more studies are needed to conclusively
place DNA repair pathways as an integral part of the provirus formation.
3. Emerging Role of PARylation in B Cell Function
3.1. DNA Damage, NF-κB, and B Cell Development
Similar to germ cell development and viral genome integration into host cells, programmed DNA
damage and repair is also an important process in lymphocyte development [58]. In order to create a
broad and varied antibody repertoire, B lymphocytes undergo somatic mutations and recombination
activating gene (RAG) dependent V(D)J recombinations, making them an interesting model for the
study of DNA damage responses in general, and for the purposes of this review, the involvement of
PARPs/ARTDs and PARylation. These rearrangements allow for the generation of B cells that can
produce related antibodies using similar variable regions, yet through class switching and affinity
maturation these antibodies have diverse functions and varying degrees of specificity [59,60]. DNA
lesions generated during lymphoid development induce cellular responses that activate the cell-cycle
checkpoint and initiate DNA repair. Previous studies from mice deficient in DNA damage-responding
or damage-repairing factors and human patients with mutations in those genes have provided insight
into our understanding of the DNA damage response, cell-cycle checkpoint, and DNA repair in B cell
development, differentiation, and maturation [60].
Nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB), originally identified as a mechanism governing B lymphocyte-specific
transcription of immunoglobulin (Ig) kappa (κ) light chain gene [61], is one of the most important
transcription factors given its involvement in almost all steps of B cell development [62,63]. Based on
sequence homology, the mammalian NF-κB consists of five Rel family proteins, i.e., RelA (p65),
RelB, c-Rel, p50, and p52 [64,65]. Recent studies suggest that other proteins beyond Rel subunits,
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such as ribosomal protein S3 (RPS3) [66] and Src-associated substrate during mitosis of 68 kDa
(Sam68) [67] are also integral components of the NF-κB DNA binding complex and confer promoter
selectivity and transcriptional specificity of NF-κB [68,69]. During the last two decades, a great
number of findings from biochemical, molecular, and genetic studies have illustrated the essential role
of NF-κB in B cell development and function [62,63]. NF-κB functions in immature B cell
development in the bone marrow [70–72], peripheral B cell differentiation [63,73], mature B cell
survival [74], and mature B cell response to various stimuli [75]. Notably, a recent study demonstrated
that the synergistic interaction between RPS3 and p65 within the NF-κB complex is required for B cell
receptor editing [72]. More importantly, previous studies on human patients with mutations in the gene
encoding IκBα kinase gamma (IKKγ), a central molecule in the DNA damage-activated NF-κB
signaling pathway [43], suggest that the mutations on the C-terminal ZF domain of IKKγ specifically
cause defects in the DNA damage NF-κB pathway without affecting lipopolysaccharide (LPS)stimulated canonical NF-κB activation [76,77]. Hence, these studies provide the crosstalk between
spontaneous DNA damage/repair and intrinsic NF-κB activity in B cells and underscore the specific
requirement of DNA damage dependent NF-κB activation for B cell function.
3.2. The Critical Role of PARylation in DNA Damage-Induced NF-κB Activation
Previous studies have demonstrated that PARP1/ARTD1 is essential for DNA damage-induced
NF-κB transcriptional activity, albeit with various proposed mechanisms [78–81]. Earlier works
showed that PARP1/ARTD1 was apparently not involved in the signaling that leads to inhibition of
NF-κB alpha (IκBα) degradation and p65 nuclear translocation following DNA damage [79,81].
Rather, PARP1/ARTD1 was proposed to regulate the transcriptional activity of NF-κB p65 subunit at
the chromatin level through an interaction with the N-terminal Rel homology domain (RHD) of
p65 [79,81]. In contrast to these findings, a recent study by Scheidereit and colleagues demonstrates
that PARP1/ARTD1 and PARylation are required to bridge the cytoplasmic activation of the IKK
complex and the nuclear sensing of DNA damage [78]. PARP1/ARTD1 and PARylation have been
revealed to be necessary and required for rapid assembly of a signaling complex comprised of IKKγ,
protein inhibitor of activated STAT Y (PIASy), and ATM following DNA damage, which results in
the post-translational modification of IKKγ by the small ubiquitin-related modifiers (SUMO), an
essential step for DNA damage-induced NF-κB activation [78]. It is notable that the formation of this
signalosome involves the catalytic activity and DNA binding domain of PARP1/ARTD1 as well as the
PAR-binding domain present in the C-terminus of PIASy [78,82]. In line with these findings, previous
in vitro studies using recombinant proteins suggest that PAR chains enhance the binding affinities of
IKKγ, PARP1/ARTD1 and PIASy [78]. Moreover, PAR synthesis has been illustrated to be required
for IKKγ-PARP1/ARTD1-PIASy interactions of cells in vivo [78,82]. In parallel to DNA repair and
cell cycle arrest, DNA damage-induced NF-κB activation is well known to lead to either cell survival
signals or cell death signals. If PARP1/ARTD1 and PARylation were placed prior to these two key
branches of the signaling cascades initiated from DNA damage lesions, it would suggest that the
dynamic regulation of PAR chains, as well as other PTMs such as SUMOylation and phosphorylation,
at the DNA damage foci can elegantly provide specificity for the interactions of numerous signaling
proteins and momentously influence the cellular decisions for survival or death.
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3.3. Expanding Role of PARylation in B Cell Functions
V(D)J recombination is the process whereby immunoglobulin (Ig) variable regions are created by
joining individual variable (V), diversity (D), and joining (J) gene segments that are encoded along the
chromosome. This creates immense diversity in the antibody repertoire and requires the recombination
activating genes 1 and 2 (Rag1 and Rag2) to recognize and cleave the DNA at specific sequences, and
the DNA repair machinery of the NHEJ pathway to connect the subsequent gene segments [83,84].
Since lymphocytes undergo V(D)J recombination to generate their cell receptors, B cells and T cells
fail to develop properly when there are mutations in NHEJ pathway proteins and the programmed
DNA damage cannot be efficiently repaired [83]. While PARP1/ARTD1-, PARP2/ARTD2-, and
PARP3/ARTD3-deficient mice develop mature splenic B and T cells, indicating that these proteins are
not required for receptor assembly [85–87], they do exhibit abnormal levels of basal immunoglobulins.
Moreover, minor defects in T cell receptors [88] as well as and higher levels of γH2AX accumulated in
thymocytes [89] have been reported in PARP2/ARTD2-deficient mice. Yelamos and colleagues
concluded that these differences could be attributed to increased apoptosis of T cells undergoing TCR
rearrangement because of inadequate resolution of DNA damage [90]. These evidences suggest that
PARP2/ARTD2 catalytic activity may be required to compensate for the cost of generating DSBs by
RAG-1/RAG-2 during V(D)J recombination in T cells.
Birds and other farm animals utilize immunoglobulin gene conversion to increase the diversity of
their variable regions of the B cell receptor by transferring sequences between rearranged V regions
and V region pseudo-genes located upstream on both the IgH and IgL loci [91,92]. Studies employing
DT40 cells, a chicken B cell line model for Ig gene conversion, have demonstrated that PARP/ARTD
inactivation or disruption of its BRCT domain hampers Ig gene conversion and increases accurate
repair [93,94], while these studies are compelling, these chicken cells do not express all the
PARP/ARTD proteins and therefore their implications could be limited and future studies will be
needed to demonstrate these principles in human cell lines. One hypothesis suggesting that
PARP1/ARTD1 inhibits Ku70-mediated recruitment of DNA ligase IV (where Ku70 is an integral
protein of the NHEJ pathway) stems from studies showing a direct interaction of PARP1/ARTD1
BRCT domain and Ku70, Ku80, and DNA-PK. In fact, PARP1/ARTD1 was shown to compete with
Ku-70 for binding to the DNA lesion and promote alternative NHEJ in contrast to the Ku-70/DNA
ligase IV induced traditional NHEJ [93,95]. In support of this notion, this study also determined that
inactivation of PARP1/ARTD1 and Ku70 or PARP1/ARTD1 and DNA ligase IV rescues Ig gene
conversion [93] and other work has shown that deficiency of Ku70 predisposes the cell toward
PARP1/ARTD1-dependent end-joining [96]. This alternative NHEJ is more mutagenic than classical
NHEJ due to minor deletions at the ends of the lesion to facilitate repair [97]. One could speculate that
a PARP1/ARTD1 directed preference for alternative NHEJ could be advantageous to the host as
increased mutagenesis could help improve receptor diversity providing another mechanism facilitating
a varied B cell repertoire and underlining the importance of PARP1/ARTD1 mediated DNA
damage repair.
Somatic hypermutation is another mechanism of increasing antibody affinity more commonly
occurring in humans than gene conversion. It arises when the activation-induced cytidine deaminase
(AID) enzyme deaminates cytosines, changing them to uracil residues that are recognized as foreign or
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mismatched and subsequently repaired by the BER or mismatch repair (MMR) pathways creating
mutations along the DNA [98–101]. PARP1/ARTD1 involvement has been implicated for BER and
MMR, as studies where PARP1/ARTD1 was knockdown have resulted in alterations in repair of the
DNA [102,103]. However, a study using a PCR based assay determined that PARP1/ARTD1 was not
necessary for somatic hypermutation along with a number of other proteins involved in various DNA
repair pathways [104]. Of note, these proteins were knockout independently and had no major effect
on mutations accumulated in B cells, indicating that it is likely that not just one protein and one
pathway but a crosstalk across various pathways is required to repair the programmed DNA damage.
As discussed above for gene conversion, the frequency and success of increasing diversity is
dependent upon the interplay between two pathways, PARP1/ARTD1- or Ku70-dependent, competing
for access to repair the DNA. Aside from using single knockout mice, chemical inhibition of a family
of proteins may provide more robust results, for example utilizing a pan-PARPs/ARTDs inhibitor to
avoid compensatory activity of other PARPs/ARTDs in a PARP1/ARTD1 knockout mouse.
Strikingly, AID-deficient B cells also have decreased PARylation during class switch
recombination [86], which implicates PARylation and PARPs/ARTDs in the recognition and
regulation of the programmed DNA damage responses during these important recombination events.
Unsurprisingly, AID dysregulation is thought to be largely associated with B cell lymphomas, a
leading cause of cancer in the west [98,105]. Despite the various pathways used to sense and signal
DNA damage, AID-induced DNA breaks can be atypically processed resulting in internal deletions
and/or chromosomal translocations, similar to alternative NHEJ [106]. It is noteworthy that general
PARP/ARTD inhibitors induced a four-fold increase in B cell chromosomal translocations [106].
PARP2/ARTD2-deficiency led to an even greater increase in translocation frequency, while
PARP1/ARTD1 had no effect on translocation frequency. However, the use of a PARP/ARTD
inhibitor in PARP2/ARTD2 deficient cells brought translocation levels to wild type, indicating that
PARP1/ARTD1 may have role in regulating PARP2/ARTD2 activity [86].
Mature B cells further diversify their antigen receptors through class switch recombination (CSR)
endowing antibodies with different effector functions. CSR is the process by which B cells can
produce antibodies with similar variable regions, yet have different functions attributed to the heavy
chain constant region [98]. During class switching, this constant region can be changed from the
original IgH to any of the other isotypes: IgM to IgG, IgE, or IgA [101]. At a mechanistic level, AIDdependent deamination creates abasic sites that are cleaved into DSBs by endonucleases. These DSBs
activate DNA damage response factors and repair through the NHEJ pathway [101]. The role of
PARPs/ARTDs in class switching was first recognized approximately twenty years ago through the
use of PARP inhibitors nicotinamide, 3-MB, and 1,5-diOH-Q. Murine B lymphoma cells treated with
these inhibitors exhibited increased class switch recombination. Similarly, stimulated primary B
lymphocytes also had recombination increases upon PARP/ARTD inhibition [107]. These early studies
suggest that PARPs/ARTDs act as an inhibitor of class switching, possibly indicating its role as a
negative regulator of the process. However, more recent studies have assayed PARP/ARTD activity in
the CSR-proficient CH12 B lymphoma cell line and primary splenic B cells which showed PARylation
of PARP1/ARTD1 when CSR was induced [86]. As previously mentioned, PARP1/ARTD1-deficient
mice develop abnormal levels of basal immunoglobulins, having reduced levels of IgG2a and elevated
IgA and IgG2b, as well as altered levels of plasma and antigen-specific plasma cells [85] indicating
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that although these cells are technically mature there are deficits in their function. Inefficient repair of
the programmed DNA damage may alter efficient class switch, keeping B cells from going through the
normal progression of antibody production. Halting B cells in various stages of the class switch cycle
could manifest itself in altered proportions of the antibody classes at the organism level; a similar
conclusion was determined as the cause for having an altered repertoire of TCRα and reduced T cells
in PARP2/ARTD2 deficient mice [90]. Examining the altered antibody responses in PARP1/ARTD1deficient mice, Ambrose and colleagues concluded that differences in class switch could be due to
overall deficits in T cell dependent responses and germinal center function, but could not rule out other
effects on survival of plasma cells [85]. One can speculate that in the absence of PARP1/ARTD1,
inefficient repair of DSBs, induced during class switch, leads to apoptosis from DNA damage
accumulation resulting in a lower total number of plasma cells and antigen specific plasma cells as was
documented. In such studies it would be important to determine the difference between a lack of
proliferation, increased cell death due to inadequate DNA repairs, or increased preference for specific
sites of recombination. Understanding which of these explanations results in altered levels at the level
of the whole animal will be important for guiding more nuanced mechanistic studies.
4. Conclusion and Future Directions
Intrinsic and extrinsic signals resulting in genotoxic stress and NF-κB activation provide a robust
cellular environment to study the far-reaching effects that PARylation and PARPs/ARTDs have on
cellular processes and in determining cell fate. During lymphocyte development and differentiation,
DNA damage repair must be tightly controlled to strike the prefect balance between increasing genetic
variation and cellular functionality (via mutagenic DNA repair) versus maintaining genomic integrity
and preventing oncogenic outcomes (error-free DNA repair). It is intriguing to contemplate that
PARylation can regulate the extent of immunoglobulin gene conversion, somatic hypermutation, and
class switching by directing the specific repair pathway employed to either have error free or
mutagenic repair. PARPs/ARTDs and PAR are at the apex of DNA damage repair pathways due to
their functions in recognizing, initiating signaling cascades, and acting as a docking platform for signaling
complexes, yet they may also function as a bridge to the intrinsic NF-κB pathway, particularly in B cells.
The NF-κB complex has been shown to be required for all facets of B cell development from its
original description as being required for Ig kappa light chain transcription in B cells [61] through its
more recently attributed functions for B cell receptor editing [72]. Repairing programmed DNA
damage is also fundamentally required for proper maturation of B cells and to generate a varied
repertoire of antibodies. PAR metabolism has been characterized as necessary for initiating,
amplifying, sustaining, and eventually turning off the DNA repair signaling pathways. It is noteworthy
that the roles of NF-κB and PARylation in B cells were investigated in isolation in almost all previous
studies. Strikingly, PAR synthesis was recently revealed to be crucial in orchestrating signaling
cascades that lead to NF-κB activation in response to environmental DNA damage [78], which makes
it likely that PARylation also platforms the programmed DNA damage-activated intrinsic NF-κB
signalosome in B cells. We therefore speculate that PAR/PARPs/ARTDs could provide a direct link
and fill in the gaps in understanding both programmed DNA damage/repair and NF-κB in B cell
development, differentiation, and maturation (Figure 2). Earlier studies investigating the lymphocytes
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of PARP1/ARTD1, PARP2/ARTD2, or PARP3/ARTD3 single knockout mice have indicated the
potential role of PARylation in B cell function. While these animals develop mature B cells, the levels
of basal immunoglobulin are altered as previously discussed [85–87]. That said, further studies are
needed to directly monitor the dynamic PAR levels, as well as their association with the intrinsic DNA
damage lesions and NF-κB activities, during B cell development, differentiation, and maturation.
Moreover, PARP1/ARTD1, PARP2/ARTD2, and PARP3/ARTD3 are able to compensate each other’s
PAR-catalytic activity in either single knockout mice, which could mask the requirement of
PARylation in B cell development and maturation.
Figure 2. Poly-ADP-ribosylation (PARylation) in B cell development, differentiation, and
maturation. DNA damage repair and NF-κB activity are known to be critical during B cell
lymphogenesis (in black and bold). PARylation has emerged to orchestrate signaling
cascades that lead to DNA repair, NF-κB activation, as well as their crosstalk, thus
potentially contributing to the various B cell functions including development,
differentiation, maturation, response and others (in grey).

Future studies should also focus on understanding whether PARylation bridges the potential
crosstalk between DNA damage repair and the NF-κB signaling pathway during B cell
lymphomagenesis, given the promising therapeutic implications of NF-κB inhibitors in lymphoid
malignancies [108]. While PARP1/ARTD1 and PAR provide a platform for the assembly of IKKγ,
PIASy, and ATM in response to DNA damage [78] and mutations in IKKγ specifically affect the
initiation of the NF-κB DNA damage repair pathway [76,77], more needs to be done to determine how this
ultimately affects B cell development, antibody maturation (somatic hypermutation, class switch, etc.), and
if these defects will increase the likelihood of oncogenic events in affected B cells. Ultimately
designing studies that are interdisciplinary in their approach will prove to be the most productive in
understanding how PARylation, a PTM involved in regulating DNA damage responses, can influence
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adaptive immunity to infections and immune related cancers. Studies combining techniques and
expertise from immunology, cell development, and DNA damage will provide the most valuable
insight. There are numerous examples of the interconnectedness of cell signaling, demonstrating that it is
no longer enough to study these pathways and proteins in an isolated field and the involvement of DNA
damage repair proteins on the developing immune system and B cell diversity will likely be no different.
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